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We’re Busy in Santa’s Village
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We are busy in Santa’s Village!
On Christmas Eve, Santa’s Village is very busy
preparing presents for children.
But a toy plane accidently took off
because of Santa’s mistake.
The plane hit a pile of presents,
and made a big mess.
What shall they do? During the night
Santa should give out the presents to children.
From all this mess how can fairies categorize
the presents and put them into the sacks?
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When a cold wind blows
and white snow falls
Santa’s Village gets really busy.
Because villagers have to make heaps of presents
to give out to all the children in the world.
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“Ummm! Tomorrow is Christmas.
I hope I give out presents well.”
Mr. Santa hummed
wearing his red pants and coat.
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While looking around the present factory,
Mr. Santa saw a toy plane dropped on the floor.
“Does it have a fault?”
He pushed a button on the plane.
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Zoom!
The plane quickly flew up.
“Good! It works properly.
But how can I stop it?”
Mr. Santa didn’t know
how to stop the plane.
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The plane flew here and there,
then hit the pile of presents.
All the presents were scattered
and it made a lot of mess.
Mr. Santa blushed.
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“If we don’t hurry
and load the presents on a sleigh
we’ll be late.”
The fairies hurriedly carried the presents.
“Wait! If the presents are mixed up,
we have to spend much time distributing them.
We might not make it tonight.”
Mr. Santa had a good idea.
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“Gather the things in the same category.
Then they should be put into the same sack.
Put the vehicles here
such as planes, cars, ships, buses, and trains.”
Mr. Santa opened a green sack.
“What about a teddy bear?
Can we put this teddy bear into the green sack?”
“No! A teddy bear is not a thing to ride.”
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“Put all the animal dolls
such as bear, cat, monkey, koala dolls
into the blue sack.”
Mr. Santa opened a blue sack.
“What about blocks?
Can we put blocks into the blue sack?”
“No! Blocks are not animal dolls.
We can’t play dolls with blocks.”
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“Red blocks, blue blocks, round blocks,
triangle blocks. Put all the blocks here.”
This time Mr. Santa opened a yellow sack.
“What about strawberries?
Can we put strawberries here?”
“No. we can’t build a castle with strawberries.”
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The fairies put balls in one sack
and the toys needed for playing house
in another sack.
They put all the things in the same category
into the same sack.
“Phew! It’s done.”
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“Now, let’s go!”
Mr. Santa flew up high to the night sky
riding in the sleigh loaded with heaps of presents.
His white beard was blowing in the wind.
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Math Story/Categorizing
Understanding the concept of math

*Gather the same kind

♣ This is Christmas Eve. But Mr. Santa mistakenly scattered a pile of presents the fairies
had made for the whole year. There’s not much time left. What will they do? When they
put the presents in the sleigh at random, it will take too long to give out them. Then
Mr. Santa gave a tip to the fairies. It was gathering the same kind in the same sack.
♣ Simple categorizing means gathering the things that have one characteristic in common.
The characteristic might be color or size or shape etc. But besides these, we can divide
things according to lots of standards around us. Your child can practice and learn the concept
of categorization when they tidy up their toys after playing. Let them categorize the toys
and put the things in common in the same box.
♣ When you visit a zoo with your child. Explain various
animals’ characteristics to your child like “Giraffes
have a long neck. Elephants have a long nose.” Let them
touch pet animals around you saying “animals.” When
you see trees and flowers tell them they are “plants.”
After telling them common names like “animals, plants,
and fruit” tell them the names of each flower, animal,
and fruit. Then children will naturally understand the
relationship between them and it will help them
categorize things easily.
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Math Play

Categorize the toys
After playing with toys, let your child categorize toys.
Prepare boxes and containers for the child to put toys in,
and let them categorize by themselves.
1. If your child finished playing with toys let them gather the toys
2. Let your child gather blocks only saying “Shall we put the blocks
in that round container?” If they want to put other things, tell them
“No, this is for blocks only.”
3. This time let your child gather balls saying “What about putting the balls
in that basket?” Let them put small balls, big balls into that basket.

4. Let the child gather animal dolls and put them in a box.
After they cleaned up the toys, give them compliments.
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